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Studies in man have shown that the episodic release of growth hormone (GH) is infrequent and erratic, and unlike that in the rat does not appear to have discernible ultradian periodicities. However, these observations in nonfasted subjects may be invalid since mixed nutrients have unpredictable effects on GH release. Moreover, in the fed state basal GH levels are frequently undetectable, thus rendering the identification of low amplitude pulses unreliable. Accordingly, the 24-h pulsatile pattern of GH secretion obtained from repetitive venous sampling in six normal adult male subjects was examined during a control fed day and during the first and fifth days of a 5-d fast. The GH data were analyzed using two distinct methods: a discrete pulse detection algorithm (Cluster analysis) and Fourier expansion time-series, which allows fixed periodicities of secretory activity to be resolved. The 5-d fast resulted in a significant increase in discrete GH pulse frequency (5.8 +/- 0.7 vs. 9.9 +/- 0.7 pulses/24 h, P = 0.028), 24 h integrated GH concentration (2.82 +/- 0.50 vs. 8.75 +/- 0.82 micrograms.min/ml; P = 0.0002), and maximal pulse amplitude (5.9 +/- 1.1 vs. 12.3 +/- 1.6 ng/ml, P less than 0.005). While multiple low-amplitude sinusoidal periodicities were present on the control fed day, time-series analysis revealed enhancement of circadian and ultradian cycles on the first and fifth days […]
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Abstract

Studies in man have shown that the episodic release of growth hormone (GH) is infrequent and erratic, and unlike that in the rat does not appear to have discernible ultradian periodicities. However, these observations in nonfasted subjects may be invalid since mixed nutrients have unpredictable effects on GH release. Moreover, in the fed state basal GH levels are frequently undetectable, thus rendering the identification of low amplitude pulses unreliable. Accordingly, the 24-h pulsatile pattern of GH secretion obtained from repetitive venous sampling in six normal adult male subjects was examined during a control fed day and during the first and fifth days of a 5-d fast. The GH data were analyzed using two distinct methods: a discrete pulse detection algorithm (Cluster analysis) and Fourier expansion time-series, which allows fixed periodicities of secretory activity to be resolved. The 5-d fast resulted in a significant increase in discrete GH pulse frequency (5.8±0.7 vs. 9.9±0.7 pulses/24 h, P = 0.028), 24 h integrated GH concentration (2.82±0.50 vs. 8.75±0.82 μg · min/ml; P = 0.0002), and maximal pulse amplitude (5.9±1.1 vs. 12.3±1.6 ng/ml, P < 0.005). While multiple low-amplitude sinusoidal periodicities were present on the control fed day, time-series analysis revealed enhancement of circadian and ultradian cycles on the first and fifth days of fasting. Concomitantly, fasting resulted in a decline (day 1 vs. day 5) in serum concentrations of somatomedin C (1.31±0.22 vs. 0.77±0.18 U/ml) and glucose (4.9±0.2 vs. 3.2±0.2 mmol/liter), and a marked rise in free fatty acid (0.43±0.12 vs. 1.55±0.35 mmol/liter) and acetoacetate (35.6 vs. 507±80 nmol/liter).

We conclude that the acute nutritional status is an important determinant of spontaneous pulsatile GH secretion in man. Fast-induced enhancement of GH release is achieved through combined frequency (discrete pulses) and amplitude (sinusoidal periodicities) modulation. Such alterations in somatotropic hormone release may play an important role in substrate homeostasis during starvation.

Introduction

Growth hormone (GH)1 is secreted episodically in man. Although it is well established that GH release is entrained to the

onset of slow-wave sleep (1, 2), at other times during the day release is intermittent, erratic, and unpredictable with no recognizable pattern or periodicity (3–8). This stands in contrast to the rat that possesses an ultradian pattern characterized by rhythmic release of GH approximately every 3–4 h (9). Thus, in man, GH release is nyctohemeral and does not appear to display distinct cyclic ultradian periodicity throughout the 24-h period.

Different nutrients have different effects on GH release. For example, glucose and fatty acids suppress GH release while certain amino acids stimulate secretion (10). Most of the 24-h studies of GH secretion to date have been carried out in the fed state (3–6, 8). Accordingly, inferences regarding the absence of demonstrable cyclic periodicity in man may not be valid because of the unpredictable effects of mixed nutrients. In addition, basal GH concentrations in the fed state are frequently undetectable by conventional radioimmunoassay, thus rendering the identification of small pulses impossible or unreliable.

Fasting would be expected to eliminate the unpredictable effects of mixed nutrients on GH secretion. Moreover, fasting lowers somatomedin C levels (11) and in so doing removes feedback inhibition of GH release (12). This open-loop system would be predicted to elevate basal GH concentrations and allow identification of spontaneous pulsatility with greater accuracy.

In view of the preceding considerations, our aim was to determine the serial effects of fasting on the 24-h pulsatile pattern of GH secretion in man. We hypothesized that the otherwise concealed characteristics of periodic GH secretion might be uncovered by fasting. We employed an immunoradiometric assay with enhanced sensitivity for the measurement of GH and characterized the episodic pattern of GH secretion using two distinct methods: a discrete, statistically based, pulse detection algorithm, and the Fourier expansion time-series. These two approaches are able to resolve episodic pulsations and regularly recurring periodicities, respectively. Since pituitary GH release is in part dependent on hypothalamic GH-releasing hormone (GHRH) secretion (13, 14), we administered GHRH-40 at the end of each 24-h study period to ascertain whether altered responsiveness to GHRH accompanied changes in GH release during fasting.

Methods

Subjects

Six normal healthy male volunteers (ages 21–36 yr) of normal body weight (BMI 21.8–28.0 kg/m²) were studied. Each subject gave written informed consent, approved by the Human Investigation Committee

growth hormone–releasing hormone; IGHC, integrated growth hormone concentration; SmC, somatomedin C.
of the University of Virginia School of Medicine. All subjects had normal sleep habits, had not taken any transmeridian flights within the previous 4 wk, and were not taking any medication.

**Study design**

Each subject was studied on three occasions during which blood samples were obtained every 20 min over a 24-h period. These studies were undertaken during (a) a control fed day, in which three meals were served at 0900, 1300, and 1800 hours, and on (b) the first and (c) fifth days of a 5-d fast in which only water, potassium chloride (20 meq/d), and vitamin supplements (1 multivitamin capsule/d) were given. In three subjects, the control fed study was performed before the two fasted studies, while in the remaining three, the control study was undertaken last. A period of 2 wk separated the fed and the fasted studies. The subjects were admitted to the Clinical Research Center at 0700 hours and a cannula with a heparin lock was inserted into a forearm vein. A 1-h period was allowed before commencement of the studies at 0800 hours. Subjects were encouraged to ambulate on study days and daytime naps were prohibited. Sleeping was permitted after 2200 hours and the period of sleep recorded by the ward staff. An intravenous bolus dose of 1 µg/kg GHRH-40 was administered at the end of each of the three 24-h studies, and blood sampling continued at the same frequency for a further 3 h. Blood samples for glucose, free fatty acids, β-hydroxybutyrate, acetoacetate, somatomedin C (SmC), and blood biochemistries were obtained during the 5-d fast. Subjects were also weighed daily and a urine analysis performed daily for urinary ketones.

**Assays**

Samples from each individual’s three studies (n = 72 + 9 for each study) were run in triplicate in the same assay. GH was measured using the Nichols Institute (San Juan Capistrano, CA) bGH immunoradiometric assay, which was modified to enhance the limit of sensitivity to 0.2 ng/ml. The intraassay coefficients of variation were 6.3, 6.4, and 3.9% at 4, 7.3, and 19.8 ng/ml, respectively. The interassay coefficients of variation were < 9.2% at the above levels. Blood glucose was measured using the glucose oxidase method and a glucose analyzer (Beckman Instruments, Fullerton, CA) (15). SmC, unesterified fatty acids, acetoacetate, and β-hydroxybutyrate concentrations were measured using methods as previously described (16, 17) and as adapted from reference 18.

**Data analysis**

Two distinct mathematical methods were used to characterize the effects of fasting on episodic GH secretion.

**Pulse analysis.** Discrete GH pulses were identified using Cluster analysis, an objective multipoint, statistically based pulse detection algorithm that defines significant hormone excursions in relation to the actual experimental variance (19). A pulse is defined as a statistically significant increase in a cluster of hormone values followed by a statistically significant decrease in a second cluster of values. Based upon prior objective optimization studies, the cluster size for nadirs and peaks (the number of points used in testing nadirs against peaks) was set at 1 and 2, respectively (20). Pulse criteria were set to minimize the occurrence of false positive pulses on signal-free noise to < 5%. Identified properties of pulsatile GH release included: pulse frequency, maximal peak amplitude, mean interpulse GH concentrations, integrated GH concentration (IGHC or area under the curve), and the fraction of GH secreted in pulses.

**Time-series analysis of periodic hormone release.** Serial GH data were also analyzed for the occurrence of significant sinusoidal periodicities using transformation, as described previously (21). Since the Fourier series is a linear combination of terms, the standard deviations of the individual coefficients can be determined by linear least-squares estimation models (22). Using within-sample variance from all experimental replicates, this approach permits one to define all significant periodicities (as sine or cosine functions) and estimate their corresponding amplitudes with statistical confidence limits. An underlying periodicity in the data was considered significant whenever its amplitude exceeded zero by at least 1.96 SD (P < 0.025 at each tail) compared with signal-free noise. Only such periodicities were considered further.

**Statistical analysis.** Paired two-tailed t-statistics were used to test for significant changes in the means of parameters measured during control and fasting sessions. Results are expressed as mean±SEM.

**Results**

The six subjects lost a mean of 4.8±0.3 kg during the 5 d of fasting. Fig. 1 shows changes in blood glucose, free fatty acids, β-hydroxybutyrate, and acetoacetate concentrations during the 5-d fast. There was a progressive fall (P < 0.0002) in blood glucose from 4.9±0.2 mmol/liter (88±3 mg/dl) to 3.2±0.2 mmol/liter (57±3 mg/dl). Fasting resulted in a fivefold increase in free fatty acid levels (0.43±0.12 mmol/liter/1.55±0.35 mmol/liter), a 14-fold rise in acetoacetate concentrations (35±6 to 507±80 nmol/liter) and a greater than sixfold increase in β-hydroxybutyrate concentrations (57±10 to 3,945±659 nmol/liter). There was a slow but progressive decline in circulating SmC concentrations with increasing duration of fast. The changes in SmC were significant by the fifth fastest day (0.77±0.18 vs. 1.31±0.22 U/ml on day 1; P = 0.02).

The 24-h IGHC (micrograms per minute per milliliter) increased after 1 d of fasting (2.82±0.50 vs. 7.82±1.12, control vs. day 1; P = 0.0009) and remained elevated on day 5 (8.75±0.82). The pulsatile component (Fig. 2) of GH release followed a similar pattern with an increase on day 1 (2.07±0.47 vs. 5.74±0.78, control vs. day 1; P = 0.0013) but no further increase on day 5 (4.25±0.67). In contrast, although there was a strong trend in the nonpulsatile component of GH release to increase on day 1, no significant change was noted (0.75±0.11 vs. 2.08±0.53, control vs. day 1; P = 0.10). By day 5, however, nonpulsatile GH release was markedly enhanced (4.50±0.75; P = 0.0002).

Fasting also resulted in a progressive increase in mean GH pulse frequency and maximal pulse amplitude. The mean number of peaks per 24 h increased from 5.8±0.7 to 7.3±0.6 (P < 0.004) on the first fasted day and to 9.9±0.7 (P < 0.03) on the fifth fasted day. There was also a significant increase in the mean maximal GH peak amplitude between the control day (5.9±1.1 ng/ml) and the first fasted day (13.1±1.2 ng/ml, P = 0.003) and the fifth fasted day (12.3±1.6 ng/ml, P = 0.005). The mean interpeak GH concentrations were mostly below
GH concentrations the specific changes GHRH-40 increased control; the limit fied in each of the six subjects 4-ng/ml (P = 8.6±1.3 vs. 4-ng/ml). The time courses of the GH responses to GHRH under these three conditions are given graphically in Fig. 3. Further analyses using integrated GHRH-stimulated GH data by parametric and nonparametric testing also indicated the absence of significant differences in GHRH responses with fasting.

Discussion

The present studies in man show that fasting results in distinct quantitative and qualitative amplification of the 24-h pattern of GH secretion. The use of two independent methods— a discrete, statistically based, pulse detection algorithm and time-series analysis—reveals that these changes are accomplished by both frequency and amplitude modulation of pulsatile GH secretion. Furthermore, time-series analyses disclosed for the first time increased amplitudes of a circadian rhythm and consistent underlying noncircadian rhythms with periodicities of ~ 44–243 min on days 1 and 5 of fasting. The uniformity of a 90-min cycle on both fasted days suggests the presence of an intrinsic 90-min ultradian rhythm associated with the release of GH in man. A number of other GH cycles were also present on the fed (control) day and amplified on the first and fifth days of nutrient deprivation. At present, the exact physiological significance and/or neural origin of these cycles is not known.

Our results indicate that the 24-h secretory pattern of GH in man is complex, since it represents the composite of several apparently periodic cycles (ultradian and circadian) as well as nonrhythmic GH discharges (discrete pulses) arising from environmental cues or factors not identifiable under the conditions of the study. Moreover, unlike the distinct basal periodicity of 3.3 h in the rat (9) or 4.1 h in the baboon (23), a single dominant underlying ultradian rhythm in man was not discernible in the basal state.

Previous studies of GH rhythmicity in man have not demonstrated significant periodic rhythms. Extensive studies performed by Parker et al. (2) involving 20-min sampling in the fed state suggested the presence of frequency components of two to five cycles per day, which the authors postulated to be meal-cued events (2). In less intensive sampling studies carried out in the fasted state, these investigators noted an enhancement of pulse frequency associated with new frequencies having a periodicity of ~ 3 h (24). We postulate that the 3-h periodicity is a harmonic of the more fundamental 90-min rhythm identified by fasting in the present study, and that the failure to detect a more rapid fundamental periodicity may be due to the use of a less intensive sampling interval of 30 min. In this regard, even more intensive sampling than that carried out in the present studies might ultimately further disclose the full spectrum of unrestrained ultradian GH periodicities in man.

The finding of ultradian cyclical events for GH bears striking similarity to the circhoral rhythmicity observed for luteinizing hormone release. In man, a number of behavioral and neuromuscular functions have a similar cycle of occurrence. These include rapid eye movement sleep (25), dreaming and penile tumescence (26), blood pressure variations (27), telemetry gross body activity (28), oral intake activity (29), and plasma norepinephrine concentrations (30). Though ostensi-
bly unrelated, these synchronous secretory and motor events suggest the existence of a central primary oscillator to which these systems are coupled directly or indirectly.

The neuroendocrine mechanisms governing the rhythmic discharge of GH in the rat are resistant to the acute effects of feeding, hyperglycemia, and insulin-induced hypoglycemia (31). More sustained changes induced by starvation or by streptozotocin-induced diabetes mellitus have profound effects on GH secretion in the rat (32, 33). However, in the rat these two perturbations suppress rather than augment GH secretion. Thus, our observations underscore the importance of studying man to understand the physiology of human GH. In addition, the difference in regulation of GH may reflect its different metabolic roles in the rat when compared with the human. This may also result from the rat’s inherent pattern of continuous feeding when compared with the human pattern of one to three meals per day.

Although insulin plays a pivotal role in the hormonal con-
trol of metabolic adaptation during fasting, the relative importance of other hormones such as GH, glucagon, and cortisol remains controversial (34, 35). The known ability of GH to increase hepatic glucose output (36, 37), to promote positive nitrogen balance (38), and to induce lipolysis (39, 40) suggests that it should have an important role in partitioning metabolic fuels to conserve protein during starvation. A number of studies, however, have questioned its physiological importance in fasting. First, GH levels were reported to show great variability, to be only inconsistently elevated during fasting, and more importantly to mirror inadequately changes in substrate concentrations during starvation (35, 41, 42). The GH secretory status in those studies, however, was defined from random single blood samples drawn usually on the morning of each fasted day. The marked pulsatile nature of GH secretion observed during our fasting studies clearly indicates that a single random sample cannot provide a reliable estimate of overall 24-h secretion. Secondly, GH administration failed to decrease urine nitrogen loss during starvation in normal or in GH-deficient subjects (35, 40, 41). However, the anabolic or nitrogen-retaining effects are indirect and are thought to be mediated by the generation of tissue growth factors such as SmC. Our data demonstrate that fasting causes a dissociation between increased GH secretion and SmC production. Thus, anabolic effects of SmC would have been minimal during starvation since circulating (and presumably tissue) concentrations of this growth factor were low.

Our data also show that circulating SmC concentrations are strongly governed by nutrition, confirming the important observations of Clemmons et al. (11). It can be inferred that nutrient sufficiency is a more important determinant of SmC than GH, since the concentration of this growth factor failed to rise in the face of enhanced GH secretion. Such observations emphasize the importance of nutrition in dictating the metabolic effects of GH. The presence of a nutrition-dependent component of GH action would be beneficial to man since anabolic processes can proceed only in the presence of adequate nutrition.

The current known actions of GH support the view that augmented GH secretion provides two levels of defense against starvation. The first relates to the maintenance of glucose supply through an increase in hepatic glucose production and the second, the provision of an alternative energy source by increasing fat mobilization and oxidation, thereby indirectly sparing body protein (43). While the increase in integrated GH concentrations had occurred by the first fasted day, there was a further increase in the nonpulsatile component of GH release from fourfold on the first fasted day to 10-fold on the fifth fasted day. We speculate that these qualitative changes in the patterns of GH release may play a role in mediating the well-documented switch from a predominantly gluconeogenic to a lipolytic source of metabolic fuel with prolongation of fasting. Studies addressing possible differential actions of GH as a function of the signal mode (continuous vs. pulsatile) have not been undertaken in man. It has been recently reported that the secretory pattern of GH regulates fatty acid composition of phosphatidylcholine in the plasma and liver of the rat (44) and that a feminine secretory pattern of GH induces high serum levels of corticosteroid binding globulin in the rat (45).

The neuroendocrine mechanisms regulating GH secretion appear to be exquisitely sensitive and responsive to nutritional
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*0.01 < P < 0.05 vs. day 0; 0.001 < P < 0.01 vs. day 0; NS, nonsignificant vs. day 0.
status in man. It is unclear, however, what factors specifically activate this system at the onset of fasting. Circulating glucose and SmC, both known inhibitors of GH secretion, are possible candidates but considered unlikely since a decline in their respective concentrations had not occurred when there was a threefold increase in total GH secretion (during the first fasted day). However, we cannot exclude the possibility that a small decline in tissue concentrations of SmC occurred in the hypothalamus or pituitary gland. Our results do indicate that since the GH responses to GHRH did not change with fasting, enhanced spontaneous GH secretion is unlikely to be due to marked alterations in somatotrope responsiveness to hypothalamic GHRH. Rather, a variety of factors, including enhanced hypothalamic GHRH secretion and/or reduced somatostatin secretion, may be involved. Although acute infusions of free fatty acids inhibit GH secretion (46), the effects of many metabolites, including for example β-hydroxybutyrate and acetoacetate, on GH secretion are unknown. The possibility that enhanced pulsatile GH secretion during fasting may result from feedback (positive or negative) of these metabolite(s) on GHRH and somatostatin release has not been investigated. However, caution should be exercised, as acute changes may produce different effects on GH secretion when compared with chronic changes. In addition, interactions between metabolites may be vital.

In summary, the present study demonstrates that the nutritional state is a major determinant of spontaneous rhythmic GH secretion in man. Although 5 d of fasting might be considered unphysiological, fasting for 12–24 h is common for most animal species and primitive man. Accordingly, the choice of well-fed industrialized man as a model to study the pulsatile properties of GH release may therefore be inappropriate, and may explain why an ultradian pattern of secretion had not been demonstrated previously.

Figure 4. Amplitudes of the Fourier transformations (sine and cosine expansion) of the GH series from a representative subject obtained during the control fed day (c) and during the first day of fasting (●). The horizontal axis shows the periodicities (minutes per cycle) on a logarithmic scale and the vertical axis the amplitudes (nanograms per milliliter) of the significant Fourier transformations. Note the presence of three high amplitude cycles with periodicities of 110 and 206 min and 24 h on the first fasted day.

Figure 5. Mean of the amplitudes of the significant Fourier transformations of the GH series of the six normal males obtained during the first (top) and the fifth (bottom) days of fasting. The shaded region shows the mean±2 SD of the significant amplitudes of the Fourier transformation obtained during the control fed day. Significantly higher amplitude cycles of certain fixed periodicities are present on the first (91-, 145-, and 243-min periodicities) fasted day and on the fifth (44-, 70-, and 91-min periodicities) fasted day.
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